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An exquisitely illustrated paean to everyone who struggles to learn how to read, and to everyone
who won’t give up on them.Cal is not the readin' type. Living way high up in the Appalachian
Mountains, he'd rather help Pap plow or go out after wandering sheep than try some book
learning. Nope. Cal does not want to sit stoney-still reading some chicken scratch. But that Book
Woman keeps coming just the same. She comes in the rain. She comes in the snow. She comes
right up the side of the mountain, and Cal knows that's not easy riding. And all just to lend his
sister some books. Why, that woman must be plain foolish—or is she braver than he ever
thought?That Book Woman is a rare and moving tale that honors a special part of American
history—the Pack Horse Librarians, who helped untold numbers of children see the stories amid
the chicken scratch, and thus made them into lifetime readers.

From School Library JournalGrade 2–5—A simple and heartfelt paean to the Pack Horse
Librarians of the 1930s who were part of a WPA program founded to take books to remote areas.
Cal and his family live high in the Appalachian hills. He's proud to be a hard worker and scorns
his sister, who'd read all day if allowed. When a stranger appears on horseback to deliver books,
Cal wants nothing to do with her until one winter evening when she braves the snowy mountain
to deliver her goods. Her courage and strong will make him realize that her job must be very
important, so he asks his sister to teach him to read. Henson's free-verse narrative is peppered
with colloquialisms and authentic-sounding language that might be tricky for some readers, but
lend immediacy and atmosphere to the story. Done in pale browns and greens, Small's signature
ink-and-watercolor illustrations depict an austere mountain home and the hardscrabble lives of
family members who have little to spare. Cal's expressions of resentment and anger, and then
his acceptance and enjoyment of reading, are shown with simple yet effective lines. Pair this
poignant book with Kathi Appelt and Jeanne Cannella Schmitzer's Down Cut Shin Creek
(HarperCollins, 2001) for an excellent unit on these dedicated women and for a great discussion
starter on the importance of books.—Angela J. Reynolds, Annapolis Valley Regional Library,
Bridgetown, NS, CanadaCopyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier
Inc. All rights reserved.From BooklistCal describes his way-up mountain home—“So high / we
hardly sight / a soul”—but that changes when the Book Woman, a traveling librarian, rides up to
the house. The Book Woman is a boon for Cal’s sister, Lark, “the readenest child you ever did
see,” but no use to Cal, who is not “born / to sit so stoney-still / a-starin at some chicken
scratch.” However, he is impressed by the librarian, who rides in all weather; finally, he asks Lark
to teach him to read. This tribute to the Pack Horse Librarians of Appalachia has a lyric, simple
style that lends itself to reading aloud. Henson, a Kentucky native, creates a reliable narrator in
Cal, whose journey to reading is gentle and believable. There are a couple of stereotypes here



(Mother is pregnant and barefoot), but overall, the mixed-media illustrations (ink, watercolor,
pastel) support the text’s genial flow. Mountains and sky achieve a lofty spaciousness that
makes the Book Woman’s ride even more impressive. An author’s note gives background on the
WPA’s Pack Horse Librarian program. Grades 2-4. --Janice Del NegroAbout the AuthorHeather
Henson lives on a farm in Kentucky with her husband and three children, is the managing
director of the Pioneer Playhouse, and is the author of several critically acclaimed picture books
and novels, including Dream of Night, The Whole Sky, and the Christopher Award–winning That
Book Woman.David Small is the Caldecott Award–winning illustrator of So You Want to Be
President? by Judith St. George. He also received Caldecott Honors for The Gardener by Sarah
Stewart and One Cool Friend by Toni Buzzeo. He’s illustrated dozens of other award-winning
books, including That Book Woman by Heather Henson and The Underneath by Kathi Appelt,
and lives in Michigan with his wife, Sarah Stewart.Read more
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L. Swain, “Compelling, poignant. This a book that tugs at my heartstrings for many reasons, and
has brought me close to tears when I've read it to my second grade class. The writing is so
powerful, and the dialect used is apt (I disagree that it is too difficult to understand). After I
modeled how to infer meaning with a few of the phrases, and explained to my kids that they
would need to do this throughout the book, they were fine. Often I would stop and ask for a
volunteer to think aloud about what was just said. They got the meaning loud and clear.I also
disagree with one reviewer who claimed that Cal's point of view is not the right one to use for the
storyline. What a magical transformation to witness: a "tough as snuff" boy who thinks reading is
ridiculous, to a boy who falls in love with the power of reading. Moreover, it's very clear that he
decides to read solely because "that book woman" must have a reason for trekking up the
mountain come rain, wind, or snow. He realizes it MUST be important.I think the most beautiful
thing about this book is how it cuts right into the human emotion that takes place in the story. The
book woman is intentionally left as a vague character with no face; Small was using her voyage,
not her face, to pay homage to the many "pack librarians" that made this ongoing sacrifice. Even
though she is rarely a central part of the illustrations, the children noticed her on EVERY page. It
was also clear they felt her dedication and passion, not through thoughts revealed, but through
her dogged determination.The family's deep gratitude was also beautifully shared. Pap clears
his throat and in an instant the reader connects with him: especially as adults, we have
experienced a time like this when we feel indebted and grateful, and cannot possibly repay the
kindness shown us.This book is beautifully written and illustrated, and is a perfect expression of
how marvelous, how worthy, how powerful reading truly is.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book about libraries and librarians on horses!. This is a wonderful
picture book about That Book Woman who made sure books were delivered to isolated families
in the Appalachia Mountains. I love the illustrations, but the story of how Cal transforms from "not
the reading type" to a young man who asks his sister, "Teach me what is says" is heartwarming.
You always know Cal will come around but the tale of how he yearns to know what makes the
Book Woman risk life and limb just to deliver books is appealing and curious.”

B. Davis, “Inspiring. Cal is not a kid that likes to read. In fact, he's a kid who lives in the remote
Appalachian Mountains where there are no libraries. The only books he and his sister have
available to them are the ones brought by horseback every few weeks by the Book Woman.Cal's
sister, Lark, is a bookworm who loves reading more than anything. She could sit all day with a
book. Cal just doesn't understand why she likes to read so much, until one day he begins to
wonder what makes the Book Woman ride through rain, wind, and snow to deliver the books.
When he finally understands her dedication, it changes Cal's life forever.Written as poetry, this
book not only will inspire children to read, but it also gives a small glimpse into the courageous



Pack Horse Librarians of Kentucky. The Pack Horse Project was created in the 1930s by
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, in order to bring books to the young people of the Appalachian
Mountains.I give it 5 stars for being unforgettable.”

Lisa Sanchez, “Wonderful message and illustrations!. The book was awesome... theme,
illustrations, everything!  My 4th graders, and I enjoyed it!”

Hannah G, “Important book for children. An enjoyable book about the WPA horseback librarians
from a child’s point of view. It introduces a part of history that has largely been forgotten but
shouldn’t be.”

Muffett Pirani, “My Granddaughter's favorite. Love this book!”

DianaC, “For the love of reading!. That Book Woman, by Heather HensonI discovered this book
during teacher professional development, and I love it! As a fifth grade teacher, I can see several
times of the year that I will use it and integrate with my Reading and Social Studies curriculum.
The picures depict the emotions of the characters and enhance the Appalachian dialect of the
poetic text. Any librarian who reads this book is bound to love it because it features the pack-
horse librarians of The New Deal during the Depression. As the story unfolds, the reader cannot
help but find a new appreciation for books and reading!”

TKHgt3, “Tells the story of the power of reading!. My grandsons & their classmates loved this
book! As did I. Great history lesson, as the traveling women delivering library books in the
Appalachian mountains did truly happen”

Tim, “Beautiful, evocative, moving, valuable. As a committed father and feminist (the one follows
the other when you're father to a little girl) who has gone out of his way to surround his daughter
with books, especially books that feature strong independent girls and women - and who also
happens to have a fascination with Appalachia - this ticks literally every box. The book is
beautifully (and subtly) written and illustrated, the setting authentic and evocative, the story
moving without being sentimental, and the whole a valuable primer on the remarkable story of
the pack horse librarians. Yes, Cal's back-woods vernacular is characterful, but I had no trouble
picking up the meaning, and I'm from Slough. I certainly didn't find it disruptive to the flow. I
cannot speak highly enough of this book.”

Simon Omnes, “"And all at once, I yearn to know what makes that Book Woman risk catching
cold, or worse." - Cal in "That Book Woman". Very nice collaboration Heather Henson did with
David Small. This picture book narrates about an unnamed Pack Horse Librarian and her
biweekly visits in the Kentuckian mountains. How she brings literature, culture, and the outside
world to a remote farm family. How a little boy's resentment for that woman and her "chicken



scratch" evolves as she risks rough weather only to give them new books.But more than that,
this book is a wonderful way for older generations to teach young people and those that didn't
live in remote regions about the "Pack Horse Librarian" program, an initiative President
Roosevelt did for those who lived in remote areas where schools and libraries were not easily
accessible. And what's nice is that Heather Henson offers in her book other resources
(websites, books) to know more on this topic, proving she did her researches and knows what
she is talking about.As for David Small, his watercolours are pleasant to watch. Clear and well
organised compositions, distinct character designs for each person, rich colours that display the
region's weather and/or the focal point of an illustration (ex: pack of berries), each painting offers
subtle details that describe those remote rural families' reality (ex: how the chicken roam around
the house). Details that I appreciated a lot. Although I have to say that under the Kindle app,
those artwork and Henson's text suffer as the application doesn't offer zooms like on Google
Play as the letter fonts in this book are small. Especially in the author's Note as the letters
appear on an Ipad and Android tablet as tiny fleas. Therefore, I suggest to those who'd want to
buy an electronic version of the book to resort to Google Play's as its app offers zooms; the
opportunity to look closer at artwork details and letters a Kindle app couldn't offer.In conclusion,
this picture book is material for all ages and for all reading interests, whether they are historical,
entertainment, or artistic.”

The book by Michael Kracht has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 241 people have provided feedback.
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